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Abstract: At present, the severe network security situation has put forward high requirements for network security defense technology. In order
to automate botnet threat warning, this paper researches the types and
characteristics of Botnet. Botnet has special characteristics in attributes such
as packets, attack time interval, and packet size. In this paper, the attack data
is annotated by means of string recognition and expert screening. The attack
features are extracted from the labeled attack data, and then use K-means
for cluster analysis. The clustering results show that the same attack data
has its unique characteristics, and the automatic identification of network
attacks is realized based on these characteristics. At the same time, based
on the collection and attribute extraction of Botnet attack data, this paper
uses RF, GBM, XGBOOST and other machine learning models to test the
warning results, and automatically analyzes the attack by importing attack
data. In the early warning analysis results, the accuracy rates of different
models are obtained. Through the descriptive values of the three accuracy
rates of Accuracy, Precision, and F1_Score, the early warning effect of each
model can be comprehensively displayed. Among the five algorithms used in
this paper, three have an accuracy rate of over 90%. The three models with the
highest accuracy are used in the early warning model. The research shows that
cyberattacks can be accurately predicted. When this technology is applied to
the protection system, accurate early warning can be given before a network
attack is launched.
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1 Introduction

In the context of global security threats, network networks are happening all the time. In the
network of oil, Iran has been threatened by the virus. In Europe and the United States, Zeng, the
largest meat company by sales, paid $11 million to resolve a ransomware attack due to a pipeline in
which the world entered a national emergency. The information of the incident also poses a huge threat
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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to the cybersecurity of national security. The network has produced a huge threat to the network of
units and individuals [1]. The impact of attack methods on advancing cyberspace and careers.
In terms of attack methods, network attacks are divided into two categories, namely active
attacks and passive attacks. Both attacks violate the basic attributes of information security. Active
attack means that the attacker directly invades the target system while tampering or forging network
information. Passive attack refers to an attack method in which the attacker collects information on
the target system, or uses deception to obtain relevant information of the target system, instead of
actively attacking the target system. In this article, from the perspective of analyzing TeaPot log data,
the author divides the attack types into three types of attacks: Network Scanning, Botnet, and Hacker
Attack based on the characteristics of the attack analyzed in the log. Network Scanning refers to
the use of tools or other means to send data packets to the target system to obtain the target system
information. Botnet refers to hackers who use their own programs to implant into the target machine,
obtain certain control rights of the target machine, and form a command and controlling node to send
forged data packets to attack a predetermined network. Hacker Attack refers to hackers using some
tools and methods to attack the target system [2–5].
Botnet is the most characteristic of the three network attacks. It is a malicious software written
by the attacker, which controls the network host and turns the network host into a broiler or puppet
machine of the attacker [6]. Attackers can control these network hosts to launch detailed attacks on
one or more targets according to their will. Botnet has the characteristics of high dissemination, high
dissemination, and highly stolen secrets.
In network security protection, honeypots are used as an active defense tool to detect or defend
against unauthorized operations or “traps” of Hacker Attack. Deploy some hosts as bait on the
network. Such a “trap” program can induce an attacker to attack it. At the same time, the honeypot
system has the functions of capturing and analyzing attack behaviors like the Fig. 1. After the
defending party records the attacking party’s attack data, it can more effectively understand the
attacking methods and methods adopted by the attacking party. By inferring their attack intent and
motivation, defenders have a clear picture of the security threats they face. This helps the defender to
guard against the attacker’s behavior when the attacker launches an attack, and at the same time, after
the attacker conducts the attack, more effectively analyze the attack and defense attack behavior. At
the same time, the collected attack data is also an attack method and tool to help network security
experts analyze the attacker. At the same time, as a “fake target”, the honeypot has a certain effect on
delaying the attacker’s attack on the real target [7–9].
In order to analyse data better and automatic identification, we have joined machine learning
algorithms to this research. K-means is an unsupervised learning algorithm. The K-means algorithm
is relatively easy to implement and has a good clustering effect. The K-means algorithm presets the
number of clusters and continuously updates the centers of the cluster points. After several iterations,
let the sum of squared distances from all data points to the center point stabilize. Finally, the clustering
results are formed [10].
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Figure 1: Honeypot system

2 TeaPot Log Introduction
2.1 Naming Traffic Log Files

TeaPot will place the attack log files captured every day in the same folder, and name the placed
folder as today’s date, in the Fig. 2. for example: “November 7, 2021” will be named “20211107”
and the format will be named “fake_data_local Port number” being “attacked_IP address” of remote
attack. And the log file will be divided into two log files, log and asclog, for storage. The file with the
suffix name is “.asclog”, but the data stream format is changed to a string, and the content is the same
as “.log”. The Hex format log data is saved in the log file, which will be more conducive to importing
the data into IDS (Intrusion Detection System) for attack detection, and the asclog file makes it easier
to extract attack features.

Figure 2: Two types of log files
2.2 Traffic Log Content

TeaPot records the attack data interaction information in the log file. In the log file, it records
the attack time, the attacker’s IP address, the port being attacked, and detailed message interactions,
and records sixteen input messages and normal messages. The text information, as shown in the
first message in the Fig. 3 below, indicates that at “2021.10.23 04:16:04”, the attacker’s IP address
is 89.248.168.226, attacked the port 21 of the machine.
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Figure 3: Log message format
2.3 Message Interaction Type Record

TeaPot has the function of automatically bouncing the message to the attacker. Therefore, in the
data packet, in order to easily see whether the message has been responded again by the attacker, the
message is divided into “recv” and “send”. The following is a detailed introduction:
recv: TeaPot will return all attack data to the third-party server. As shown in the Fig. 4 below, if
an attack message from the target server is received, the target server will send a message to the server
where TeaPot is located, and return to the port corresponding to the target server. In the message
record, we record the message interaction type of target server sending to TeaPot as “recv”.
send: The “recv” type is the message that the TeaPot server receives from the target server and
returns to the target server. If the target server responds to the message that the TeaPot server bounces
back to the target server at this time and due to the mechanism of the TeaPot server. The response
message will be bounced back to the target server once again, TeaPot will record the interaction type
of this bounced message as “send”.

Figure 4: Log message type model
3 Data Attack Classification Based on TeaPot Logs

TeaPot’s log will automatically record the plaintext data and ciphertext data of the message.
As show in the Fig. 5 below. We separate the plaintext data in the log data from the attacker’s IP,
attacked port, attack time, attack duration, attack protocol, attack message and other characteristic
information, divide the attack type into three categories: Network Scanning, Botnet, and Hacker
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Attack [11]. These three types of data have relative characteristics with each other. For example,
Network Scanning has a high probability of only one message in the messages recorded by TeaPot
[12–14]. While Botnet and Hacker Attack will continue to attack the server Attacks will also result
in multiple message interaction records in the TeaPot records. This article will focus on starting with
Botnet, from cleaning data to analyzing data, and then analyzing the characteristics of Botnet. In
addition, two types of attack related features, Network Scanning and Hacker Attack, will also be
mentioned. For ciphertext data, we will extract its features for analysis, or try to decrypt the ciphertext
data for analysis.

Figure 5: Plaintext and ciphertext data

4 Data Cleaning and Extraction

In the message information obtained by TeaPot, there are many encrypted messages. Start with
the characteristics of plaintext data and ciphertext data, distinguish encrypted messages and cipher
messages. After completing the message differentiation work, proceed to data clearing and data
extraction:
1. Because the encrypted data has a higher degree of confusion, the encrypted data will rarely have
00 characters compared to the plaintext data. The number of 00 characters and the percentage
of 00 characters are used to determine whether it is encrypted data.
2. In the message, there will be many invisible characters in the encrypted data. To judge by the
visible characters, the plaintext data are generally visible characters.
3. Encrypted data will increase the entropy value of the data. The entropy value is used to
determine whether it is encrypted message data.
4. Combine port numbers to analyze encrypted data and plaintext data, such as: 23 port telnet
data is not encrypted, and 80 port web data is basically not encrypted
5. Combine the methods summarized above and combine machine learning methods to perform
cluster analysis
Finally, we need to pay attention to that encrypted data is not useless data, encrypted data can
also be analyzed. For example, we can start with the characteristics of encrypted data. If encrypted
data appears continuously for a long time, it may be ciphertext blasting, attempted attacks, and it may
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be a password attack. The specific attack type judgment needs to be combined with more features of
the ciphertext data to make a comprehensive judgment.
5 Distinguish Botnets among the Three Types of Attacks

First, select the plaintext data for analysis. In order to analyze the Botnet attack data, it is
necessary to analyze the Network Scanning type among the three main types of attacks. As show
in Fig. 6, to classify by characteristics. Because Network Scanning has obvious characteristics, for
example, only one message is sent in an attack and there is no code with attack characteristics. Botnet
and Hacker Attack have long message exchanges with the target server during the attack, but Network
Scanning may be a preliminary method of Hacker Attack, so we should pay attention to the distinction
between this situation in data analysis. In addition, compared with Hacker Attack, Botnet and Hacker
Attack have a very clear purpose of attack. Botnet is often based on DDoS and detection. Compared
with Hacker Attack, Botnet will have more and more obvious features [15,16]. Below, several methods
will be listed to distinguish between Botnet and Hacker Attack:
1. Distinguish between Botnet and Hacker Attack based on the characteristics of interactive
messages. Botnet’s attackers are often the victims. Therefore, the victim’s server will attack our
host by malicious attackers. If the message bounces back to it, then it will return the relevant
message to us, but if it is a hacker’s attack source, it often does not have this feature.
2. The number of attack ports and the type of protocol used can be used to distinguish whether
the attack source is Botnet or a hacker’s attack source. Because hackers’ attack sources have a
large number of ports that can be attacked, and there are many protocols used, it is difficult
for Botnet to perform customized attacks on ports. From the perspective of the number of
attacked ports, Botnet has obvious characteristics. Botnet usually only performs attack tests
on a small number of ports, and the ports of these attacks are often fixed.

Figure 6: Attack type classification

6 Characteristic Analysis of Botnet

1. Interactive message type (T1): Find typical interactive Botnet interactive information in
interactive messages. For example, there is “/MyPlugin” in the interaction data between TeaPot
and the attacking server. Because TeaPot bounced the attack data to the attack server, causing
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the attack server to have an effect of attacking itself. Botnet found that there was its own virus
in the attacked server, so Botnet stopped the attack. Therefore, in the message, there will be
special messages such as “/MyPlugin”.
Download address type (T2): Find the download address of the Botnet virus in the message.
The download address of the relevant Botnet domain name exists in the message. After finding
the relevant download address and verifying it manually as the Botnet download address,
these log files can also be marked as Botnet in batches. If the keyword is http://194.87.139.103/
cleanfda/init.sh, the address is verified as Botnet’s virus download address.
Action Statement Type (T3): It is judged as Botnet by looking for suspicious operation
messages of Botnet. For example, in the ftp attack packet of port 21, the “STOR/Photo.scr”
command appears, which is Botnet through the ftp protocol. Botnet copies the virus into the
Photo directory. From this operation, it can be determined that the attack type is Botnet.
Characteristic character type (T4): In the message, look for characteristic characters. For
example, in the attack message, the Mozi.m feature word appears, and “Mozi.m” is a Botnet.
In normal interactive messages, the name of Botnet will not appear. In the interactive message
of the characteristic character type, it can be judged as Botnet. The attack type is Botnet.
Specific port type (T5): By combining a specific port number and then according to the
characteristic information of the port, the attack type is determined to be Botnet:

1. The attack packet of port 23 appears in the packet and bounces the shell, so it can be judged
that the attack type is Botnet.
2. 5555 is the port that the Android adb service listens on by default. For attacks on port 5555,
the attack packets are fixed. If device open port 5555, it is more likely to be Botnet. Port 5555
is open, and external attacks may be launched. Combined with manual analysis, certain tests
are performed on suspicious IP addresses to determine the type of Botnet attack.
3. Port 6379 is the redis service. If the redis service is not configured properly, unauthorized access
can be performed. The redis attack can be found more clearly in the log file “.asclog”. In
the message information, there is the redis version number, and in the interactive message, a
rebound shell is found. Then it can be judged that the attack type is Botnet.
7 Experimental Data

On the public network, we use dozens of servers to capture network attacks, and we selected three
servers in the early experimental data part. A TeaPot honeypot is built on the public network IP server
to collect Botnet attacks from the public network. The log data is obtained by capturing attacks on
the public network.
In the experimental part, 7252 pieces of attack data were found out of 24,918 pieces of data
using 22 characteristic strings. And analyze the data. As shown in Tab. 1, 22 character strings are
selected to be defined as attack characteristic strings, including five attack types. After sorting out
the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 7, it is found that ports 6379, 8080, and 80 are vulnerable to
attacks. Among the five strings, the characteristic string S4 appears the most times as shown in Tab. 2.
We identify log data through feature strings, label and extract data. Attribute extraction is performed
on the attack data and machine learning is performed. To build a model to early warning of attacks.
And the accumulation of attack data is continuously increased to increase the efficiency of the model
for identifying network attacks.
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Table 1: Table character string
Character string number
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22

Character string
T4
T2
T2
T2
T2
T2
T2
T1
T2
T2
T2
T2
T2
T4
T2
T2
T2
T3
T2
T2
T2
T2

Instruction
Mozi.a
http://z.shavsl.com
http://crypto.htxreceive.top/
http://oracle.zzhreceive.top/
http://185.142.239.128/
http://188.213.49.155/
http://194.147.142.88/
MyPlugin
http://103.209.103.16/
http://199.19.226.117/
http://205.185.121.185/
http://86.105.195.120/
http://104.192.82.138/
Mozi.m
http://185.224.129.251/
http://149.28.85.17/
http://128.199.240.129/
STOR/Photo.scr
http://194.87.139.103/
http://45.133.203.192/
http://85.239.33.9/
http://34.66.229.152/

Figure 7: Proportion of attacked ports
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Table 2: Attack statistics
Character string number

Attack number

Proportion (%)

S1
S2
S3
S4
S7
S10
S13
S18
S19
S21

295
126
136
3672
1
318
1173
217
841
157

4%
1.70%
3.20%
50.40%
0.10%
4.30%
16.10%
2.90%
11.50%
2.10%

8 Machine Learning

Attack types have been categorized above and perform feature extraction and data analysis on
the attack data. By extracting the analyzed data, a library of feature strings has been constructed
to identify the data. In order to be able to use machine learning methods to identify new log data.
to determine whether it is attack data. For the existing data, K-means algorithm is used for cluster
analysis. The existing more than 7000 pieces of attack data are extracted from the following Tab. 3
and then perform machine learning analysis on the extracted data. After the clustering results are
generated by the K-means algorithm, the data are represented on the coordinate axis. In the data part
of this experiment, K is set to 10, and the machine learning algorithm is used for automatic analysis
to generate the results [17–19].

Table 3: Characteristics number
Property number

Property name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Attacker port number
Attacked port
Packets number
Received packets number
Sent packets number
Average size of received packets
Average size of packets sent
Minimum value to send packets
Maximum received packets
Maximum number of packets sent
Variance of received packets
Variance of sent packets
(Continued)
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Property number
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Table 3: Continued
Property name
The time span of the first data and
the last data
Average time interval
Maximum time interval
Minimum time interval
Median time interval
Variance of time interval
Attack type
Attack mode number
Log name

As shown in Fig. 8, each point is represented as a piece of attack data. On the abscissa, it is
represented as the number of the character string. For example, the number 1 represents the string
number S1. The ordinate represents the cluster number of each attack data gathered after using the
K-means algorithm [20–23].

Figure 8: Machine learning analysis results of stringnumber-cluster
As shown in Fig. 9, each point is represented as a piece of attack data. The number of the attack
type is represented on the abscissa. For example, the number 1 represents the attack type number T1.
The ordinate represents the number of a cluster of attack data gathered [24–26]. It can be observed
from both figures that the attack data are clustered into clusters, and the same feature string number
or the same attack type tends to cluster into the same cluster [27–30]. The K-means algorithm can
be used to identify the data well [31–35]. The following two figures represent. Through the K-means
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algorithm, the same feature string data can be well grouped into a cluster [36–40]. Data of the same
attack type can also be grouped into a cluster by this algorithm. There are prerequisites for automatic
identification of attack data.

Figure 9: Machine learning analysis results of attacktype-cluster
As shown in Fig. 10, In TeaPot’s log data, the Botnet attack data was identified by using the
method mentioned above. The attributes of the extracted Botnet attack data were extracted, and more
than 7,000 pieces of data that had been identified as Botnets were divided into two groups, one group
accounted for 80%, and the other group accounted for 20%. In model building, 80% of the data is used
as training data for the model. In order to understand which model is more suitable for early warning
of network attacks, we have adopted models such as XBOOST, RF, GBM, ANN, and GLM. Train
with an automatic learning framework, with model default parameters. And the data are modeled
using different algorithms. Finally, another 20% of the real data is imported into the model as the test
data set. As shown in Tab. 4. Accuracy, Precision, and F1_Score are finally generated by the model
for the accuracy of early warning results for attack types. Through the results obtained above, we can
analyze the effect of different models on early warning of network attack types. Finally, we found that
the three models of RF, GBM, and XGBOOST are more suitable for Botnet attack warning. These
three models have an early warning accuracy rate of more than 90% for attack information. Even in
the XGBOOST algorithm, the accuracy rate for attack types exceeds 95%. Finally, the three models
with the highest accuracy are used in the early warning model.
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Figure 10: Model selection

Table 4: Model accuracy comparison
No

Model name

Acccuracy

Precision

F1_Score

0
1
2
3
4

GLM
RF
GBM
XGBOOST
ANN

0.6988284
0.9207443
0.9352171
0.9545141
0.7649897

0.523764
0.927358
0.933697
0.953853
0.648759

0.586902
0.911013
0.930374
0.952518
0.69469

9 Conclusion

Based on the analysis of TeaPot log data, this paper divides the attack types into Network
Scanning, Botnet and Hacker Attack according to the characteristics of TeaPot log data. The attack
characteristics, identification methods and some keywords of botnets are mainly analyzed. This paper
analyzes the attack characteristics, which has far-reaching significance for enhancing and improving
the honeypot function. At present, our team has collected tens of thousands of attack data by
deploying the TeaPot system on the platform of dozens of public network servers, extracted millions
of attack features from the attack data, and used machine learning methods to construct a model
to determine the attack type. Automatically identifying attack types and providing targeted attack
warning and prevention will greatly improve the security of the honeypot active defense system. In
addition, this research plays an important role in using machine learning to automatically identify
attack data and provide early warning of network attacks.
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